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THINGS TO DO
Where to enjoy new blooms this spring in Tuscany

From picking fields to flower shows

From picking fields to flower shows
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ART + CULTURE
Pre-Raphaelites: Modern Renaissance

Some pre-episode insights, in preparation for the live-streamed exhibition visit on April 8 with co-curator Peter Trippi
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ART + CULTURE
Museo Novecento opens doors to young artists and curators

The WONDERFUL! Art Research Program is sponsored by philanthropist Maria Manetti Shrem.
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THINGS TO DO
Daisyâ€™s Dining: an evening of fine dining + entertainment

Starting at 8pm, this weekly series of special dinner shows is bringing evenings alive in Florence.
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FOOD + WINE
A spring version of cecina

This upgraded version of the crispy Tuscan cecina chickpea pancake is the perfect dinner recipe for the spring.
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NEWS
Public transport in Florence and Tuscany becomes contactless

Visa cardholders can ride for free from April 10 to May 5, 2024.
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THINGS TO DO
Castello di Casole, A Belmond Hotel, Tuscany, a bike and nature farm estate

Cycle the gravel paths, revitalize with an Etruscan massage and enjoy the deep nature of Tuscany. 
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COMMUNITY
Shaped by spring: Editor’s letter

Spring brings a flurry of art shows, flower picking opportunities and creative possibilities.
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COMMUNITY
Talking about evolutionary astrology with Dennis Clark
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COMMUNITY
Florence Novel Writing Month 2024: Interview with Lauren Mouat
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COMMUNITY
100 years of the University of Florence: Alessandra Petrucci
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COMMUNITY
Fratelli Conforti: fabrics, films + front covers
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COMMUNITY
A tale of triumph: Hicham Benâ€™Mbarek
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ART + CULTURE
A conversation with Patrick Cassidy
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COMMUNITY
Italy Segreta: a conversation with founders Marina and Cesare Cacciapuoti
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COMMUNITY
Art meets medicine with Duncan Geddes
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Join The Florentine

Sign up to our free weekly newsletter to enjoy insider access to Florence.
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FOOD + WINE
A spring version of cecina

This upgraded version of the crispy Tuscan cecina chickpea pancake is the perfect dinner recipe for the spring.
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FOOD + WINE
MezÃ¨ Wild Dining: sharing plates in a sleek locale

All the flavours of the Mediterranean by candlelight
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FOOD + WINE
BerberÃ¨ opens at Manifattura Tabacchi

A retro dining experience with really good pizzas 
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FOOD + WINE
Wanda CaffÃ¨: like grandma used to make it

International and local flavours blend together in this cute new coffeeshop.
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Issue 310 – Shaped by spring
 




Select options 
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€5.00 – €8.00



Issue 309 – Written in the stars
 




Select options 







 

Restoration Conversations
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Free



Issue 4, Winter 2023
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€5.00 – €8.00



Issue 308 – Ascend + Aspire
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Issue 307 – This is not Florence
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Child care + au pair wanted
LOKKING FOR A NANNY ( LEGNAIA/ zone 4)

Dear Nanny,
I am looking for a sweet, smiling, reliable nanny for my 5 year old son with experience and who loves children.
We live in Soffiano/Legnaia - ( zone 4)
We are looking for a sweet pers...
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Job offered
English Speaking Sales Associate

We are seeking a passionate and customer-focused Sales Associate to join our dynamic team. Candidates should have previous retail or sales experience, preferably in the jewelry or luxury goods industr...
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Tour + Events
7 Day Energy Healing Retreat in Chianti

What are you doing this May? Join us for a week-long Healing, Spiritual, & Cultural Retreat in Chianti in a 10th Century Castle. May 23rd - 30th. Learn about energy healing, grounding, meditation,...










General services
Italian/ ESL Translations-Revisions

Highly trained bilingual professional translator, research and editor in Science, Literature and the Arts now available for revision, editing and translation, where necessary, of Italian and ESL (Engl...










Job wanted
HOUSEKEEPER AVAILABLE

-professional and expierenced
- trustworthy,reliable and responsible
-great in all kind of housekeeping
- fantastic with organizing, rearranging, airbnb' manageing
-excellent eye for details, accu...
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Job offered
English speaking sales assistant

We are looking for an English speaking sales assistant for a beautiful perfumery in the heart of Florenceâ€™s piazza Santa Croce.
Your aim will be to costantly provide a great customer service and re...
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Personal + Group Classes
Evolutionary Astrology Readings

Dennis Clark, Evolutionary Astrologer featured in The Florentine March 2024, gives in-person and virtual birth chart interpretations that bridge your past, present and future. Dennis is also available to speak ... 
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General services
Thinking of buying property in Tuscany?

Then look no further than Attorney Andrea Mannocci, a qualified English-speaking real estate lawyer based in Pisa. With over a decade of experience in the Tuscan property market and in the banking sec...
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Newsletter

Stay connected to Florence. The Florentine sends out a free weekly newsletter. 
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